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Am I A Poet?
 
Is it true, I am a poet?
I don't know!
from now,
If you want, visit my flat.
 
There is no snow inside,
Just some books and a television behind!
When I get time I go out,
Not only to observe but to see the wind!
 
with that wind, I write.
It follow me in all my writing as my bike.
I write about every thing inside my head.
Also I write as a blind.
 
What I want is only to express!
It is not something express!
I don't want to impress.
If you want, the button is there, push!
 
What I want is to tell as a scientist.
With that, will you say I am a poet?
 
safari mupe
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Child, You Were!
 
Do you remember that day?
The day you had three!
You was called to eat,
You was reminded what will be your habit!
 
Now you are no more that child.
you are a father with kid'!
and some time you take time,
not for your rebirth but to return!
 
You remember days in the past!
Then you wonder how are your children now!
It's their day now, to make them happy, you wonder how?
They still your children from the near past till the present!
 
This is his day that guy!
It's the children's day!
 
safari mupe
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Did You Get My Flower?
 
I know it was difficult for you!
But it was difficult for me too!
I knew it was your birthday!
But I didn't come! I bag, OK!
 
How was it?
Did everybody ate?
I'm not a liar!
Did you get my flower?
 
Really, I rode the paper
But works was greater!
I thought I could come later!
So I wrote this letter.
Only to ask you, 'Did you get my flower'? '
 
In front of me, you have more power!
I think you took before shower!
Did you clean the house before? the powder?
I think next time I will do my best, sure!
Did you get my flower?
 
safari mupe
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From The Mountain
 
From the mountain
I can see the rain
From far away.
I don't have time to tell but I can recommend people to run away!
 
The rain comes quickly!
About 100 km per hour, maybe.
The rain, I see, is heavy!
To tell people won't be easy.
 
That rain comes with terrorism
And it won't choose Christian, Buddhist or Muslim!
It's only what I see!
So be quick, don't discuss, you have to agree!
 
If you work alone,
You won't see the moon.
The world is a team!
Remember what said your mom!
 
From the mountain,
I can see the wind, it's same!
I'm scare about huts.
They are going to fall. With them, some houses!
 
That wind comes in our direction.
We'll need your concentration!
It will help us.
Be ready in case!
 
That wind comes with generation gap!
Do not look to the map!
Stay where you are and pray!
Begin now! There's no delay.
 
That wind starts now!
So, close your window!
It comes with technology!
I can assure, I don't know how to stop, really!
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The technology will appear in all kind of life
That'll be enough!
It will close all path'
But we have to take part!
 
From the mountain,
I see the weather. I explain!
It's just above the city!
It's like in food. You put chilly,
Only for makin' toast!
I can attest!
 
That weather is not heavy
It contains peace! Lovely!
It's going to help us to live in harmony.
We don't need army!
 
That weather contains a bomb!
That'll help us to remove poverty.
Do you want to climb?
Just to see how it is really!
 
But that weather is not longer!
I see behind it, at the corner,
Multiple grumbles!
For these, we need temples!
 
In these temples, we will pray
Not only morning or night but every day!
That's the key!
Just to protect our city.
 
From the mountain,
I see the future.
It's going to make trouble in our culture!
I don't know how to explain.
 
Just begin to pray!
Not only today but everyday!
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Her Beauty!
 
She was there,
I was walking here and there
Just to try to tempt her beauty eyes!
Deep inside, it was a paradise!
 
I wondered who told her to come and sit
And try to express my frequency in MegaHertz?
That question still difficult!
She could take all my houses!
 
What beauty!
She was talking with modesty!
Every thing was easy!
Any one could fall before her beauty!
 
safari mupe
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I Don't Ask You To Be Back!
 
how can I say be back without saying?
I want you to be back, don't say anything!
I know, you are far and I should sent a boat
or a plane, whatever you want!
 
From here I can here your heart beats
then remember the sound inside my dreams!
It was you, I know!
but I don't ask you to be back now!
 
I can remember the sight when I was in crowd!
that saying, I LOVE YOU FOR LIVE! really, I admit!
without the words from your mouth!
I could give you, just to be back, one month!
 
I know, I don't ask you to be back!
but, really, your smile miss us, all of us!
I don't know how to accept the reality! To accept critic'!
but really, I DON'T ASK YOU TO BE BACK!
 
safari mupe
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It's Just Poetry
 
It's just poetry
 
I prevent you
I'm not talking about you!
But about all those who feel culpable.
I accept, I'm culprit! Refundable!
 
I will write and write!
I've no fear. I want to be a poet!
Think far first before reading my poems. It won't be easy!
It's just poesy!
 
I'm not in your head!
We don't have same meaning of profanity! I'm not sad!
What I want is to denounce!
About anyone, I don't need excuse! I won't accuse!
 
My words are not difficult!
You know indeed
But inside my head, ideas fight
And I want let them out!
 
About reading, be ready!
It's just poesy!
I will write hardly! Strongly!
It's just poetry!
 
Don't care about what I say.
Sometimes it's not true. For example yesterday!
Sometimes I'm in some people's body.
That's my hobby!
 
I want to remind you!
About your feeling, ideas must be new!
I have to write the truth
Even if people say, &quot;enough! &quot;
 
You like or do not like,
I don't care! I'm not your dog!
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My body is not yours! You are not me!
It's just poetry!
 
The truth hurt, I know!
About poetry, you have to change now!
I see the world as it must be seen!
And I write. It's just poetry. It's what I mean!
 
 
You have a problem with my writing,
Come and tell! I will change my writing!
You did something wrong,
Don't worry, I will write about you. It will be strong!
 
The earth is not yours,
&quot;bad tree does not yield good apples! &quot;
As it said in vitality!
Then I will write for you as does Bradley.
 
We are from same family,
I know but if you did something wrong, there's no comity!
Just you and me!
It's just poetry!
 
safari mupe
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Letter To A Teacher
 
Dear teacher,
 
Sometimes I sit and wonder,
Sometimes words cross inside my head,
Sometimes I sit and think about scripture
But the difficult thing is to go with ahead.
And try to write on paper what you were thinking to.
It's not difficult to do.
But I don't know how to begin the script!
Maybe, at the end, I'll do it.
 
If you have time, you can look over this letter,
Inside every line.
To write an idea in four, six or nine
Verses, I assure it's not easy to a writer.
But I'll try.
Even if I have to look the sky, I'm a guy!
 
If you look inside this letter,
Teacher!
It's not a simple letter but a poem.
I took all my time to write my rime.
 
Really, it's looking as a letter
Because I began by &quot;Dear&quot;
But that wasn't my intention.
I wanted to write something about my life, my ambition.
 
There are many mistakes inside,
I know!
But what's requested now
Is to correct those founded.
Try to write in red,
It's what I need indeed.
But do not erase.
Please!
If all the line is wrong,
Write, under the wrong, the strong.
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If there is a nonsense line
Please, look at the end and try to add a rime
But do not erase
Add only in red. It will raise.
 
I tried to insert some kinds of rhyme'
But I don't know, I did it in mine (means my way)
I know that in French there are many kinds of rhymes, really!
But in English, I don't know exactly.
 
Have a look in each verse.
They are written in 4,6 and 8 lines. Enough!
Is that tolerable, agreeable,
Or rejectable.
 
 
I think there aren't difficult words
Because I wrote it without d's (dictionaries)
I was alone,
Trying to find difficult words but none!
So I wrote as I planne. (planned)
As you'll see, first with pen.
The computer came after.
So, that was it! Teacher!
 
I was thinking about a rescue
Then you enter in the queue.
I think you'll help me to improve my writing
In such a kind of boring.
 
I don't know many things about English philosophy
But I'll translate first what I knew in French in English. Really!
I can assure you that it's the beginning.
Ha! ha! ha! I'm joking!
 
I don't know if I arrived
But I know time was cached.
 
Please teacher!
Try to correct this letter.
It will help me.
Not only my improving opportunity
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Also my destiny.
 
I hope you understand mi' (mine, just to say my idea)
First stand by!
 
safari mupe
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Never Forget
 
I told you to wait
of course you listened.
enough for me, it was not.
Never forget.
 
'I will be back, ' I said.
to change my decision, you are the only one who could.
I told you to keep the special place in your heart.
never forget.
 
I have already decided.
no one will replace your beauty, I am excited.
You were the special stone I have been looking for, you are hard to find.
Never forget.
 
I did my best to keep you enchained
deep inside my heart.
I won't say I love you but...
Never forget....
 
safari mupe
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No Word For You!
 
This is for mothers in the world!
Just to tell them that there's no word,
Even the word thank you is not for them!
Just to tell them that the word mother is a very huge theme!
 
I don't know what I am going to say,
I've walked about days till yesterday
but I didn't find the easy way
to explain and tell the reality inside me so everyday I pray!
 
You are strong, I attest!
You are not only the first but the best!
If we are alive now, it's because you decide!
In your hands, when I remember, no place like!
 
Every where I go far from
I realize that I'm home!
not really home but because of what you did!
there's many thing to say about you,
I can say... I don't know, really! but all the world is done by you!
 
safari mupe
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People Around Me
 
They are here and there
with their longish hair!
Yeah!
Some are from correa, india
also arabia.
 
Thing important for me, they aren't layer.
good player'!
clever and...
Oh! my dear!
 
I thank God because I met these poor'!
no! I wanted to say 'these people around me.'
I can assure
that they were born for me.
 
safari mupe
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Poet!
 
Poet!
 
Look at your right side,
There is a man.
He's looking every time beside,
He's got a pen.
 
Maybe he's a thief.
No, that's enough!
 
Look!
Now, he takes café and cake.
I think he's going to watch movie!
No! He's writing!
Yeah! He's strong.
 
Again he writes!
He's not tired, he relaxes!
What is he doing?
I don't know! Go and ask that king!
 
A poet is a dictionary.
With one view,
He makes words.
He's not a fox, he's a box!
He's cogs and ‘s comics!
He jokes and he's never los'!
 
He's the light that shows the future!
It's not depending with culture.
That's right!
He's the kind! Even the beast!
 
As says the expression,
&quot;He's the fact to see the life, to live that life.&quot;
A mean to find the world.
With his distance with human.
 
He's an artist!
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Who's inspirited by gods.
As says the grec,
&quot;He receives disposition,
He's in front of gods
At the same time he stills human.&quot;
 
He can predict the future.
With his scripture, he creates cultures!
He thinks higher than he can.
If he loses, he can explain!
 
With his powerful rimes,
He's glamorous!
He follows some music rules,
We don't know how!
 
Wow!
Everything goes with music!
You have to road carefully! Be slow!
Respects the emphasis of rimes, you success!
 
A poet is a creator.
The one who makes works.
But with words, he becomes dictator!
He has his own kind to see the world.
 
He's not mad!
Even bad.
He's a bat.
Every time he makes egg!
He can fly without wings'
Peace, he can bring!
 
Don't worry about what he writes!
Sometimes it's for pleasure!
He likes some leisure.
To make every one laugh, he might!
 
Sometimes he wants only poetry!
He's a son of the country.
He can't wish you wrong, he's free!
No fee! But he's key.
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For every trouble, he agree'!
It helps him to get apogee!
He speaks in degree!
I can assure, if you ask me.
He can write, if you want, about your knee!
 
He's like a chimpanzee
That climbs in a tree!
And he respects autobiography.
 
To tell your life
He combines words, sounds. Enough!
To evocate pictures
He uses rhythms.
And in that, comes sensations, emotions!
 
Look at your right side
The man has gone!
He was looking every time beside!
He had got a pen!
 
safari mupe
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She!
 
Who are you exactly?
I've never find the answer for that question! really!
You accept nine months
just to let live guys!
 
Who are you exactly?
that question still difficult daily!
You accept to wake up early
just to make food for a guy!
 
Who are you exactly?
That question mustn't exist! perfectly!
You took all your time
just to educate, wear, ... mom!
 
There is no word for you!
Even a simple 'Thank you! '
You are all we are nowadays! 
Who wants your pain, pays!
 
safari mupe
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Spilled Role
 
Am I free?
No, not at all! You are for me!
inside my house,
There are rules!
 
You have to respect!
It is only what I request!
Ok! I understand!
But I can't stay behind.
 
My role is to write!
I will write and write.
It hurts or not, I will try!
I'm speaking about poverty!
 
You fell insulted!
Say! Everything can be changed!
I have a head, you also!
Don't wait tomorrow!
 
Don't remind me my work!
I want to express!
I won't be express!
I assure, you will bark!
 
You feel insulted!
Don't worry about what I'm saying. It's a jokk!
But what I want is to express only!
Accept my ideas and it will be easy!
 
safari mupe
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Tell Me…
 
Eh! I'm sorry, I'm curious!
I know, it's hard!
That's the world!
Are you ambitious?
 
I heard you on the phone!
What's the problem?
Yes, you can say nothing!
I understand! Sometime life is no more interesting!
 
I know it was your boyfriend!
Everything good?
I know he was inviting you.
If you want, you can go! I won't be against you!
 
Don't say no!
Don't say everything is ok! What you have to do,
Is not to stay behind!
You are beautyful and you need something different!
 
I saw it easily!
You took time to say, it's my boy'!
That means you are not proud!
Let me tell you something, let me explain you the world!
 
You are beauty!
I can say really beauty!
 
I know there are many beauty girls around you
But all are not you!
You're clever, beauty, special!
As it said, &quot;some want you to appear natural! &quot;
 
Don't worry, what you need, is not someone hard to catch
But someone with whom you will take bath!
Someone who will take you the places you've never ever been before!
Someone who will make more effor'!
 
That someone is there,
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Don't try to work hard, he's waiting for you somewhere!
Maybe you have already found him but don't know!
Be ready, he can be here now!
 
He's already there!
Don't go far with a relationship you don't need! There can be a frontier after!
If you decide to end a relationship,
Be sure and confident. It a step!
 
This story is for all your life!
You decide to be with someone, be sure he will be there all your path!
Your future depend on the relation to take today!
Be sure you won't regret one day!
 
safari mupe
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The Pursuit Of Happyness
 
That is life:
a fight, a school, ... not enough!
Many thing happen
just to tempt your min' (mind)
 
You are strong, continue!
Tired, give up but it's up to you!
That is not the solution.
Fight and continue although temptation!
 
Happiness is something that we look for every time, everyday!
You don't feel satisfy! don't regret yesterday!
Many things are just before.
Fight and fight, make all your effor' (efforts)
 
You've already found it
but you don't know. That is it!
Don't regret, don't make your power less!
Our life is resumed to the pursuit of happiness!
 
safari mupe
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The State Of My Soul!
 
I lied sad n mad!
No bed, I hide!
I thought he will read, my dad!
He is still alive, never dead!
What I had is a fad, not bad!
I felt, can't add!
In Chad, I went to escape my Ipod, this foot-pad,
but...
they forbade!
I hate!
 
safari mupe
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Their Day!
 
Don't be so angry!
it's our day!
You know already!
We need new clothes and we think you'll do indeed!
 
You were a child too
and your days along you asked too!
Now it's your time to support!
That is the world!
 
This day, we want it to be perfect!
We won't push to far dad!
We want only to understand that this is our day!
We want you to pray!
 
We want only to understand that this is our day!
We want only to understand that this is children's day!
 
safari mupe
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Tomorrow
 
Do you remember that day,
You asked me the way to the peace!
I understood! now everything is different, who breaks, pay'!
Every one need more space!
 
To be free is not easy!
we are in this world, you'll understand quickly!
We have to fight for our present
and to refer to the past to survive! I attest!
 
2 things different, the past and the present!
We don't know what tomorrow bring'
because there's no future in the world!
Just try to be your own king!
 
What you think about future is supposition, illusion, imagination!
We live everyday our present by referring to the past! It's not provocation!
There's no tomorrow, you'll understand easily!
but the present continuously!
 
safari mupe
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Towards The End
 
Did you remember yesterday?
You were crying! not because he has to pay,
because you hate him at that moment!
So what do you realize at the end?
 
Did you remember your tears?
You were so sad, I think also you closed your hears!
because you didn't want to hear even your dad.
I understand but what did you do at the end?
 
Did you remember insults?
when somebody is hungry, to talk about everything from his lips!
I attest, I understand!
But what happens at the end?
 
Today you forget, that is human being!
tea, coffee, whatever he wants, You bring!
It is life at last,
That shows the power of your love, towards the end
 
safari mupe
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We Are With You...
 
It's about 20 years that happens in that side!
at the end 19th century or in the mid!
people were crying as kid'!
trying to find the best place to escape. As do bird'!
 
For those who didn't find, they hid!
That happened in the center of Africa or the East!
About the killing, you have to watch. I can't attest!
We are here now, to talk about that!
 
It's not the first event, even the third!
In case we can remember that happens in Madrid!
We should together make all these invalid
Not in sleeping but in speaking, That's it!
 
Each year, Rwandan nation celebrate that day,
just to remind and remember those people who died!
What they want is to built own pyramid,
What they want is to forget forever that genocide!
 
safari mupe
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What If I Cry?
 
The weather is worst!
You have no one, You wait!
Soon we will see a new sky.
What if I cry!
 
That weather will bring jealousy!
You know already!
It won't be easy!
We have to work hardly.
 
That weather will come with terrorism.
I can assure, there will be many crim'
It won't chose
I tell you, there will be no excuse!
 
That weather will bring war!
I think, than me, you know more.
It was already there.
Some will run here and there!
 
That weather will bring generation gap!
You will lose if you don't have a map.
Inside you will find New technology!
What if I cry!
 
safari mupe
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What People Do Not Know!
 
The bad relationship is what people don't know!
They think love is to be there yesterday and now!
What people do not know is the insults you have to give!
Understand, you do not have to be forgive'!
 
What people do not know is that love is not always great!
Sometimes take your time, enjoy, go out alone, with others, eat!
Sometimes shout, insult!
Beating her, that's what people do not know! it's not bad!
 
What people do not know is which lie to tell!
They think love is the truth, telling how was your day till!
They think love is not a crime!
The really question is does she do the same?
 
The really question is what is her reaction about that?
Is it good or bad?
The one who loves really resist
Not because she loves really but
because good things, bad things who knows! that's exact!
What people do not know is the fact that love is a bat!
It sleeps in the sun and awake in the dark!
Love story is not always great!
 
safari mupe
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Who Are We?
 
We are all from same country!
The country where there is no trouble no angry!
One day, we will back in that side, really!
So who are we?
 
who are we? that's not the question!
who am I? perfection!
You are the only one in the world.
In your way you express word'
 
Who are we? that's not the question!
What are you doing? that would be your passion!
You decide to make trouble, killing, ...! think about your redemption!
There are many solution'
 
Soon, we are going to sit together!
Think about the future!
And try to write scripture'
that will help us to the question, Who are we? be ready brother!
 
safari mupe
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Why I Wrote Son From Beside!
 
Many reasons can push PEOPLE to write;
some for pleasure, just for writing on a white!
This when you have already a name!
Did you think about those who don't have them'?
 
Some others want to impress!
It's not a problem if you know each other with the mass!
but that's not common, you already know!
We are intellect' but not cow'!
 
Some write because there's something to express!
With that, they cancel tax'
They create a passage into the world!
That's why I wrote SON FROM BESIDE!
 
I'm really a son from beside!
I came from far and I want to tell to the world!
I write about every kind
even about the other side of our life!
I write about love, war, mother, teacher, places and about our mind!
I'm the son from beside!
 
safari mupe
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